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1. Introduction

As a possible experimental procedure for studying and
evaluating interpopulation crosses (to be understood in a
very general sense), HINKELMANN
(1974) proposed a twolevel diallel cross experiment. The mating design for this
experiment, involving m populations and n individuals per
population, calls for m(m-1)/2 "population crosses" and n2
"individual crosses" for each population cross. This may
lead to a rather large number of crosses and hence to a
large number of seedlings that have to be grown.
I t is here then that we have to give attention to the
second design aspect for a genetic experiment: the environmental design (for a more general discussion of design
aspects we refer to H INKELMANN , 1975). I n this paper we
propose a practical and workable plan for the layout of the
field experiment for the two-level diallel cross. This environmental design is a n incomplete block design of a
special type reflecting the particular structure of the underlying mating design.

simplicity of experimentation it seems fairly obvious here
to consider a reduction in block size through the population crosses as follows.
For a two-level diallel in a randomized complete block
design each block would consist of m(m-l)n2/2 crosses, i.e.,
n2 individual crosses for each of the t
m(m-1)/2 population crosses. One way to reduce the block size is to reduce
the number of population crosses occurring in a block. We
achieve this by relating the t population crosses to the
treatments of an incomplete block design as illustrated in
Fig. 1 for m
4. This triangular array tells us that, for
example, population cross P, X P, corresponds to treatment
5, etc. We now look for an appropriate balanced incomplete
(BIB) or partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) design
with blocks of size k as listed in C ~ C I I Hand
A N Cox (1957) or
C I . A ~ W O(1973).
~ I I Y Each block of the resulting environment-

-

-

2. The environmental design

As pointed out earlier, in order to accommodate the
generally large number of crosses and adequately control
environmental effects one will need to use some form of
incomplete block design. Rather than using the most general approach to this end, i.e., identify the crosses with
treatments and use any available incomplete block design,
we shall consider a design that takes into account the fact
that the crosses have a two-level structure. This allows us to
affect a reduction in block size at both levels either
separately or simultaneously. From the point of view of
*) Herrn Professor Dr. WOI.PCANG
LANGNEII
Z U seinem 70. Geburtstag gewidmet.
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Fig. 1 . - Correspondence between population crosses and treatments of an incomplete block design.

